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I would like to extend a profound gratitude to each and everyone for joining hands with us and playing a

part in creating a society consisting of equals. We have been able to make a difference in the lives of less

advantaged women and children due to the joint endeavor with our donor community.

Our yearly progress and development are the result of a set of initiatives which have been taken in

collaboration with various corporations, organizations and private individuals through our programs.

Lakshyam consistently expands its radius of action to give assistance to a larger number of communities

and sustain the lives of the families in need. 

Our dedication and your active support have helped us impact more than a million lives across India. On

behalf of the entire Lakshyam team, I would like to extend heartfelt gratitude to every member who has

contributed in any way possible. We had a tremendous opportunity to work with a growing number of

young students and volunteers who shared their passions and learned from our experience. On the path to

a better society, your great efforts over the year and continuous motivation have again transformed the

life of many individuals while keeping us going with the same level of enthusiasm every day. 

Founder's Desk
F R O M  T H E

Rashi Anand

Founder, Lakshyam
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To work for economical, political

and socially marginalized

communities for their holistic

advancement and implementing

customized, effective, scalable and

replicable models for community

development

We intend to empower and

expand our family in the

coming year, our mission is

to enrol more students to

formal schooling system,

increase our reach of toy

libraries and upskill a new

women community/

VIS ION

MISSION



Project Rooh

Creating Women Entrepreneurs

Project Butterfly

 

Street to School: Educate All

Becoming self sustainable

Lakshyam Toy  Library

 

Spreading Smiles

A R E A S  O F  W O R K



PROJECT ROOH

PROJECT BUTTERFLY

LAKSHYAM TOY

LIBRARIES

Lakshyam believes that education is the

key to breaking the cycle of poverty. Our

beneficiaries include dropouts, street

children, beggars, and rag picker. The

project aims to increase the retention

rate, increase awareness about

education and take out children from

begging, rag picking to create better

opportunities for them.

Project Rooh aims at empowering women

living in rural / semi-urban areas through

vocational training and equipping them

with required financial and marketing

skills. The project aims to make these

women self sufficient and their own

decision makers.

Lakshyam acts as a mediator between

those who’ve abundance of toys and

those who have none. We conduct

collection drives for donation of story

books, toys and educational books and

then transport them to institutions /

NGOs who require these. We also ensure

that the material transported is of a

good quality and can be reused.

LAKSHYAM PROJECTS



Impact Created
L A K S H Y AM ' S

Jammu & Kashmir

Himachal Pradesh

Delhi

Uttar Pradesh

Assam

Jharkhand

Andhra Pradesh

Tamil Nadu

Kerela

Karnataka

Madhya Pradesh

Gujarat

3,00,000
LIVES IMPACTED DIRECTLY

7,00,000
LIVES IMPACTED INDIRECTLY

38
AWARDS RECEIVED

23,000
KG WASTE CONVERTED



2020-21
L A K S H Y A M ' S  P R O J E C T S

1,718
CHILDREN SUPPORTED WITH

TOYS, BOOKS AND GAMES

21,004
INDIVIDUALS SUPPORTED

THROUGH IN-KIND DONATIONS

500+
ONLINE CLASSES CONDUCTED

FOR 57 STUDENTS

1,00,000+
MONEY EARNED BY OUR WOMEN COMMUNITY

CUMULATIVELY

230+
WOMEN SUPPORTED THROUGH

WORK AND ORDERS

512+
KG OF WASTE RECYCLED



We have been working with the Lakshyam for nearly 4 years

now. We had unanimously approved the projects submitted

by Lakshyam because the areas of focus was to get the

children off the streets where they were being exposed to

both environmental hazards and social abuse; the children

so rescued were being given basic education and the

parents of these children were also being instructed on the

importance of the all round development and well-being of

their children.

Lata

Krishnamurti

have to say about us
W H A T  O U R  D O N O R S  A N D  V O L U N T E E R S

The real concerns that Rashi had and how eagerly she

wanted to find solutions to address some of the key issues,

got me involved in Lakshyam. For me it has been very real

knowing that I am devoting my time/energy to an

organization that is genuinely interested to find a solution. I

have been on this unique journey with Lakshyam for a bit

and am surely glad about it.Amit Bansal

I had an enriching experience while working with

Lakshyam. The work was communicated properly

in advance by our mentor and we had frequent

team meetings/ one on one interaction for

discussion related to work deliverable and how to

move forward. During my tenure I learnt about

how to increase market reach of an NGO and

what events can prove to be beneficial for them. 

It was superb. I got to teach the unprivileged and

came to know about their learning and thinking

pattern. The most important thing I learnt here

was patience.

It was an amazing experience. We learned a lot. It

was a very enriching for the whole team.

Asmita Gupta

Utsav Sharma

Ridhi Kaushik



Covid Relief : #CoronaSeKaruna

25,000 masks
100 wome

n
85,000+ in

dividuals 8 states

To support the individuals who were displaced from their homes, lost jobs, could not earn basic livelihood,

Lakshyam decided to provide them ration, along with masks and soaps to stay protected. We reached to

various states including Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Jammu & Kashmir, Bihar

and Assam. The drive was supported by Zomato Feeding India, YII, Safa NGO and many individuals.

Masks are a mandate in the country due to rapid spread of the virus. There are many who do not have the

resources to either purchase or create a mask. Lakshyam decided to come to their aid through our upskilled

women community, These women created 25,000 masks which were distributed to population living in slum

areas.



Left to Right: Tamanna, A
lisha, Yadav and Vivek

Sailing through the Covid
 times

With consistent efforts, our students at the Vasant Kunj Center have been able pass

their level tests at Lakshyam with flying colours. Students like Khushboo, Vivek, Yadav,

Tamanna, Alisha, Rajeet have surprised us with their wonderful performance in the

recent examination conducted. We're noticing a shift in the community as well. Yadav

and Vivek's father on being asked about what does he want his kids to do when they

grow old replied "Main chahta hoon yeh bahut padhein likhein aur aage badhe, main

ab inko apne saath kaam par aane ke liye bhi nahi bolta". Stories like these motivate

us to work hard, reach out to more children and spread awareness about the

importance of Education.

In the year 2020-21, many lost their jobs because of Covid-19 - our resilient women

community ensured that they do not lose hope during these tough times. After few

months of re-adjusting to the new scenario, they started their work again. 25,000+

masks were created by the women community to ensure support those who cannot

afford masks. In addition to this, they also stitched cloth bags and served their orders

round the year. 

Upskilling was also taken care of - three workshops viz, Manure Training, Marketing

Training and Organic Fertilizers and pesticides workshops were organised.



HIGHLIGHTS OF

THE YEAR



Project Expansion with German Embassy1

Lakshyam, recently collaborated with German Embassy

for expansion of Project Butterfly, With this new

collaboration, Lakshyam will initiate centers in two new

locations where we would be promoting the importance

of education and educating students.

We are extremely grateful for the support extended by

German Embassy and look forward to expanding our

family and an exciting year forward.2 new locations Project Butterfly

Virtual Classes2

500+ online classes

We ensured that students had access to various

informational workshops even in the covid times so that

learning does not stop. We conducted various sessions

such as Leadership Sessions , Menstrual Hygiene Session

Mosquitoes Prevention, Coronavirus Awareness,,

Financial Literacy, Waste Management & Animal

Empathy Session and Art & Craft Classes.

Various other classes such as Art & Craft, Public

Speaking, Brain Games and Basic Computers were also

conducted. We also conducted English Communication

Classes in association with U&I this year. 9+ informatory sessions



Project Closure at Umri, Madhya Pradesh3

Lakshyam recently closed its Women Empowerment

Project in Umri Village in Madhya Pradesh. We

empowered the women in various skills such as Stitching

and Manure Making. Women were also empowered in

Marketing and Financial Skills to become self sustainable

in the long run.

We obtained feedback of the women at Umri Village

about the benefits of the project. Our beneficiaries

communicated that they felt more empowered, learnt

new useful skills, felt more confident and in-charge of

their lives.15,000+ cloth bags made 60 women empowered

Opening of New Toy Libraries4

Our toy libraries are a source of joy and happiness for

young children. We're proud to announce that we have

opened up three new libraries adding 1452 students to

our family. One library has been opened in partnership

with Kailashwati School in Arthala, Ghaziabad to support

students across all grades.

Other libraries have been opened in collaboration with

Asha Kiran, a not-for-profit organisation working for

disabled children. and Sutra NGO. We're very happy to

include more students into our family this year and

excited to bring more smiles.

3 new libraries 1452 new students



Christmas Gifts

Donations, Distributions and Celebrations5

We ensure that our students along

with regular studying also celebrate

important days. We celebrate all

national festivals with our little ones

by conducting various activities. We

also support them and our

communities in their other needs such

as supplying ration, providing warm

clothes in winters, providing sanitary

pads to girls, books and toys to young

children. 

Collaboration with Kotak Mahindra Bank6

Diwali Celebration Books Distribution

We collaborated with Kotak Mahindra Bank to

conduct 'Share a Warmth' drive. The drive was aimed

at collecting warm clothes, books and other in-kind

items that a donor wishes to donate. Through this,

we've been able to collect more than 50 cartons full

of clothes and books. These will be transported to

needy locations PAN India. 

Kotak Mahindra also visited Lakshyam's Vasant Kunj

branch to meet the students and make a

contribution themselves. Kotak Mahindra
Share a Warmth50+ cartons



Social Media Campaigns

#Handstoheart #PeriodT Women Of India

@lakshyamngo



H O W  C A N  Y O U

C O N T R I B U T E ?



P A Y R O L L

C O N T R I B U T I O N

Donate a part of your salary /

earnings for the cause

P R O J E C T

S P O N S O R S H I P

Sponsor a Child / Woman /

Workshop /Lakshyam Toy Library

I N - K I N D

D O N A T I O N

Donate food, clothes, toys,

books, digital resources, etc.

S H O P

F O R  A  C A U S E

Place orders for handmade products

created by women / recommend

Lakshyam for products' sale at exhibitions 

V O L U N T E E R

W I T H  U S

Volunteer in areas like teaching,

conducting sessions, fundraising,

marketing, content and more.



MEET OUR TEAM



OUR GOVERNING BODY

Rashi Anand, Founder

Poonam Anand, Chairperson

CORE TEAM

Shubhangi Singh, Accounts Ruby Bedi, Fundraising

Tanya Jain, Programs Akash Houz, Admin



ADVISORY  BOARD

Lalit Bhasin MS Bitta

Sandeep Jijodia Shyama Chona

DIRECTORS

Amit Bansal

Ramon Llamba Ravish Kapoor

Rajeev Gupta

Rahul Madan



ASSAM

Guwahati

Lakshyam Toy Library

NEAID

Nagaon

Lakshyam Toy Library

Satirtha - The Helping Hand

GUJARAT

Bharuch

Lakshyam Toy Library

Gram Vikas Trust

HIMACHAL PRADESH

Kangra

Lakshyam Toy Library

Govt. Primary School

Bilaspur

Lakshyam Toy Library

Asha Kiran

Solan

Lakshyam Toy Library

Society to Social Uplift

through Rural Action (SUTRAs)

JAMMU & KASHMIR

Budgam

Lakshyam Toy Library

CEEO India

Bari Brahmana

Lakshyam Toy Library

The Helping Hand Trust

Ranchi

Lakshyam Education Center

Lakshyam Center 

JHARKHAND

KARNATAKA

Bangalore

Lakshyam Toy Library

Shri Baba Kannada & Tamil

Higher Primary School

Nagri Village

Lakshyam Rooh Program

Lakshyam Center 

Mahilong Village

Lakshyam Rooh Program

Lakshyam Center 

Chikmagalur

Lakshyam Toy Library

Vikasana NGO

OUR CENTERS



KERELA

MADHYA PRADESH

Thiruvananthapuram

Lakshyam Toy Library

Unnati - Hope Catapault

Bhopal

Lakshyam Toy Library

Nehru Adarsh Public School

NEW DELHI

Vasant Kunj

Lakshyam Education Center

E2 Sindhi Basti

TAMIL NADU

Madurai

Lakshyam Toy Library

Educatr Trust

Kanjanur

Lakshyam Toy Library

Vallar Educational Trust

Theni

Lakshyam Toy Library

Literates Welfare Association

TELANGANA

Hyderabad

Lakshyam Toy Library

Care Warriors Foundation

UTTAR PRADESH

Arthala

Lakshyam Education Center

Kailashwati Inter-Collegiate

Arthala

Lakshyam Toy Library

Kailashwati Inter-Collegiate

Shamsher Village

Lakshyam Toy Library

Shamsher Primary School

Arthala

Lakshyam Rooh Program

Kailashwati Inter-Collegiate



support@lakshyam.co.in

+91-9540790002

www.lakshyam.co.in
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRWFFg3gkgj9tgiAd_e2aJw
https://instagram.com/lakshyamngo
https://facebook.com/lakshyamngo
https://twitter.com/lakshyamngo

